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Introduction
Mechatronic systems integrate mechanical, electrical and software subsystems
to create more flexible highly versatile machines. This course MME 4487A demonstrates
how these three different fields of study can be incorporated into a concurrent design
which accomplishes a predetermined task autonomously. The goal of this project was to
design, construct and most importantly test an autonomous mining robot. The
autonomous robot was to navigate a course with three infrared towers seeking out
crystals and collecting as many as possible, and then deposit the collected crystals
within one of two different receptacles within the competition time limit. Our team
decided design a four‐wheel drive robot which was very simple and could be completed
with ample testing time to perfect the subsystems. The following report outlines the
development of our autonomous mining robot and its subsystems.

Discussion
Methodology
Opening Sequence
To meet the 25cm cubic constraints of the project, the robot was fitted with
three servos which compressed the size of the robot. Once the power was turned on,
the hook mechanism swings out to the side of the robot, the sensor adjusts to
appropriate height facing forward and the scoop moves to the driving position.

Course Orientation
The robot uses an infrared sensor which is mounted on the pocket of the hook
mechanism. It uses this sensor to determine which direction to drive. The robot after
sensing the correct tower drives straight for 2 seconds and the checks for the tower
again. This continues until the bumper switch on the hook is tagged, telling us that we
have reached the tower.
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Pickin
ng up Crysta
als
Once the robot reach
hes the picku
up tower it m
moves the sscoop to the pickup angle
and drives
d
a full circle around the towerr using the hhook to guide it. After o
one full circlee,
the scoop is movved to a carry position and the robot reverses to
o detach fro
om the toweer.
From
m here it usess the infrare
ed sensor to drive itself to the drop off tower. On its way tto
the drop
d
off tow
wer, the rob
bot can end up with thee pickup tow
path. A fron
nt
wer in its p
bump
per is used to detect thiss occurrence
e and if it is hhit, it drives itself around this towerr.

Dropping of Crysstals
The robot uses the hook
h
bumpe
er again to determine w
when it has reached th
he
drop off tower. Once this has
h been hitt, the scoop moves to the drop off position an
nd
c
are dumped ontto the surfaace of the coontainer. Itt then drivees a full circle
the crystals
aroun
nd the towe
er and push
hes the crysstals aroundd until they reach the d
deposit holee,
wherre they fall in
nto the container.

ation
Conccept Genera
Scoop & Pick‐Up Concepts
t project we
w formed our
o dynamicc and innovaative team, ccomprising o
of
To begin this
e
stu
udent and tw
wo mechaniccal students with everyo
one having a variety of
one electrical
skills that would complement the team’ss future succcesses. We sscheduled reegular
hroughout th
he term in orrder to
meetting times th
meett the milesto
ones drafted up for our first
f
desiggn review. Att our first me
eeting after the
laborratory exerciises were co
ompleted we
e
discussed the strategy we wo
ould use to seek,
s
collecct and depossit the crystaals. The labo
oratory
exerccises showed
d us how to apply codingg and
Figure 1: Initiaal hook / Drop-off mechanism
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circuiitry to variou
us compone
ents (servos, twin DC mootor gearboxx, sensors…eetc) all of
which
h we would eventually utilize
u
in our robot desiggn. With thesse componeents in mind
and our
o basic kno
owledge of the
t subsyste
ems requiredd for a mech
hatronic macchine such as
an au
utonomous robot,
r
we brrainstormed several uniqque conceptts.

h
to wra p around the tower and
d collect the
We decided our robot will use a hook
crystaals which then deposits into the mo
ore difficult, small‐hole rreceptacle. TThat conceptt
is outtlined by a sketch made in our desiggn notebookks, see Figuree 1. The hoo
ok would be
critical in both th
he pick‐up an
nd drop off of
o the marbl es. The figurre shows thee vehicle
docke
ed to the tow
wer via the arm
a as a sco
oop is pickingg up marbles from the sside as it
circle
e the tower. This is how we would co
ollect the maarbles since they are loccated at the
base of the tower but only on one side of
o the tower.. The robot w
would dock to the tower
and just circle the
e tower while scooping, hence gettiing a large amount of th
he marble
aroun
nd the base of the tower. As can be seen in this early sketch
h at the drop
p of area thee
same
e hook would
d be deploye
ed and latched around tthe tower alllowing the vvehicle to
drop the crystals onto the pe
edestal and then
t
drive a round usingg a sweepingg mechanism
m
to pu
ush all of the
e crystal into the hole. De
esigning for simplicity, tthis particulaar device
would require on
nly one servo
o to actuate the arm intoo the correcct position. TThe

Since we had establisshed that we
e would be sscooping from
m the side w
when we
e the hook mechanism
m
to
t dock with
h the variouss towers we began to brrainstorm the
utilize
scoop
p concepts. The
T first sco
oop design was
w a claw tyype design operated with a motor
and closed with a returrn spring.
Figure 2, sh
hows this concept from a
sketch out of the design notebook
and illustrates this conccept quite
w type of sco
oop would
well. A claw
Figuree 2: Spring Claw
w Concept

ensure that the crystals do not fall
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out and more importantly haave a high ch
hance of getting large am
mounts of crrystals. The
down
nfall of this idea is the co
omplexity off the mechannism which o
opens and ccloses the
scoop
p, since it maay be too diffficult to pro
operly execuute. Although
h it resembles the claw
comm
monly seen on
o most indu
ustrial excavvators, the c rystals in thee environmeent we are
plann
ning to use itt in are too lightweight. The crystalss are thus dissplaced rath
her than
plowed and shovveled into the buckets.
Figure 3, Illustrates an
nother desiggn concept ffor the scoop
ping mechan
nism of the
robott. This design
n uses a stattionary buckket which is llowered into
o the pick‐up
p tray wheree
the crystal are located and th
hen the as th
he
robott drives alon
ng the scoop allows a larrge
amou
unt of crystaals to be storred inside th
he
bucke
et. When the robot stop
ps the front of
o
the sccoop swingss down to co
ollect the
crystaals that have
e accumulated at the
leading edge of the stationarry bucket. Th
he
closed scoop has now sealed
d the bucket and
ws the scoop to be lifted and the crysstal
allow
would be placed into a recep
ptacle on‐board

Figure 3: Two-Part Sccooping Device

d
of the ro
obot (basin).
the deck
Figure 4, shows
s
how there
t
would
d be a space in the top o
of the scoop that when
u
down the crystal ccan freely faall out into the basin.
the closed bucket is placed upside
There
T
could bbe a slight lip on the bacck side of the
scoop to helpp guide the ccrystals into
o the on‐
board
b
recepttacle. This deesign was ou
ur favorite
concept
c
sincee it seemed very simple to actuate
and
a would bee able to hold high volume of
crystals.
c
How
wever the prroblem that could be
detrimental
d
tto this type of the design is when
Figuree 4: Two-Part Scoop
S
- Crystal Exit Slot
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the sccoop deployys and begins the pick‐up
p run it mayy not displacee the crystals below thee
scoop
p. Therefore
e if the scoop
ped was low
wered over toop of the cryystals it would not gatheer
any in
nto the buckket since the
e scoop and servo are noot heavy or p
powerful enough to dig
throu
ugh the crysttal pile. Anotther problem
m with the cconcept is th
he need for aan onboard
recep
ptacle, which
h complicate
es the robot and increasses failure m
modes when compared to
o
a more simplisticc design.
The most complex bu
ut possibly most
m effect c oncept that was generaated is shown
n
in Figgure 5. The scoop
s
is somewhat similar to the bu cket‐design explained above;
there
efore it also may exhibit some of the
e downfalls aas the Two‐PPart Scoop. A
As shown in
Figure 5, the scoo
op has a stattionary buckket and insteead of using a frontal sco
oop to aid in
n
the collection of crystals therre is a paddle wheel or bbrush. This m
may decreasse the
inability to collecct crystals byy plunging th
hrough the laarge pile of ccrystals with
h the front o
of
the paddles/brus
p
shes as the
robott circles the tower. Also
show
wn in the pictture is a simple
moto
or and belt drive system
used to lift the bu
ucket after the
t
pick‐u
up run is com
mpleted. This
high torque
t
task would be well
suited for steppe
er motor butt

Figure 55: Sweeping-Liffting Scoop

t belt slippaage and com
mplication in the lifting of the scoop this conceptt was also
due to
deem
med too com
mplex for ourr application. Also this deesign requirres the on‐baard basin to
be installed which much agaiin be emptie
ed by anotheer subsystem
m at the drop off
location. By remo
oving the ne
eed for an on
n‐board receeptacle we reduce the number of
partss, actuators, and decreasse complexitty of the codde. Also anotther major d
downside to
havin
ng an onboarrd receptacle is that you
u must be abble to have tthe hook on both sides o
of
the ro
obot, because there is likely not eno
ough space‐cclaim on thee bucket sidee of the
robott. Thus, entaailing a high amount of complexity
c
inn the layout and manufaacturing of
this efficient
e
but incredibly difficult scooping mechannism.
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The next figure
f
showss the first 3D
D
CAD model of our robot consstructed usin
ng
a SoliidWorks (Figgure 6). At first we plann
ned
on ussing the swivveling bucket design sho
own
in the
e CAD mode
el, however through
t
our
failurre mode anaalysis it was deemed
d
too
comp
plex.
The desiggn was unlike
ely to be as
succe
essful as som
mething a lott simpler due
e
to the
e non‐uniforrm surface at
a the crystal
pick‐u
up area. As explained
e
ab
bove the
recep
ptacle on‐bo
oard the robo
ot creates
more
e complexityy for our design goals of
pickin
ng‐up the crystals on one side of the
e

Figure 6: Initial Conceepts 3D CAD m
model - Side Scooop &
Receptacle

robott. The recepttacle occupies a large am
mount of thee upper deck of the robot on this
prelim
minary chasssis design. Since gravity is the methood for which
h the crystals would
desce
end from the
e basin into the small ho
ole at the droop‐off area tthat height d
difference
and funnel
f
that brings
b
the crystals onto the
t depositi ng chute red
duces the am
mount of
space
e we have to
o mount other sensors and
a devices. This problem
m can develop into a
devasstating issue
e because there a strict 25cmx25cm
2
x25cm size rrestraints.
Drive
e Train Concepts
The follow
wing figure shows
s
an image taken frrom one of o
our design notebooks
outlin
ning some of the concep
pts that were
e developedd by sketchin
ng and brainstorming.
This sketch
s
show
ws the chassiss set‐up for our initial cooncept which uses two ““tank‐like”
tracks to navigate
e eh course.. Tracks initiaally seemed like the besst option, ho
owever upon
n
further review we found thatt since the ro
obot would need to spin
n on the spo
ot until it
locates and hone
es in on a particular towe
er. This spin ning on the spot with trracks could
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creatte a large gully or grove in the aggregate rocks t hat make up
p the surfacee of the
coursse. During th
he first desiggn review we
e meet with both the professor and several
teach
hing assistan
nts which infformed us in previous yeears there haave been a ggreat deal off

Figure 7: Tra
acked Vehicle

failurres due to tracked system
ms. Though discovering that a four‐‐wheel drive system
would excel whilsst navigatingg the gravel aggregate w
we shifted fo
ocus and deccide to
imple
ement the new drive traain goal in the new conceepts.
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Programming and Testing
Once the design concept was established, and a model chassis was constructed,
the next step was to begin programming and testing the robot. The programming was
to be completed using MPLAB and done in machine language. During the first month of
the semester, there were four laboratories assigned for ECE 4487a students. These four
labs focused on understanding basic programming concepts and introduced strategies
used to control components that may be used on the final robot, such as DC, servo and
stepping motors, as well as light and infrared sensors. These concepts were a basis for
the beginning stages of programming our robot.
The programming structure was broken down into individual subroutines. This
was done with intent to separate the overall program into many smaller programs
which could be tested on their own. The following sequence was followed while
programming:

1. Global Time Delay
2. Drive forward, reverse and spin
3. Bumper Switch
4. Tower Detect
5. Servo
6. Pickup
7. Dropoff
8. Drive Around Tower

Before each major subroutine was written a flowchart was completed. The
flowchart was used to layout the structure of the subroutine itself. This provides a basis
to start coding and ending point. Flowcharts are attached in Appendix A. The program
code can be found in Appendix B.
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Global Time Delay
The purpose of this routine was to establish a global delay subroutine that could
be used throughout the program. The direction taken initially was to try and utalize a
method stated in lectures using internal timer TMR0. This posed an issue considering
we planned to use the same Timer (TMR0) to code our servo motors as done within LAB
3. This idea was scrapped and nested for loops were used to create a delay. Three
loops were required to get a delay of at least 5 seconds.

The subroutine was

constructed with the ability to define a variable that was used to send the desired time
delay when calling the subroutine. This variable was then used in the outermost loop
which in turn caused a delay.
Drive Forward, Reverse and Spin
This routine was created with intent to test the chassis that was constructed.
The basic foundation of the routine was created in Program 6 of LAB 3. The program
was modified to adjust speed of the DC motors using a defined variable instead of
theanalog to digital conveter which was used in the lab.

It uses the time delay

subroutine that was created to drive for an set amount of time. This code provided the
necessary trials required to determine, direction of DC motors, as well as desired speeds
which could navigate the rough terrain of the course. This routine is used to drive
straight toward the tower.
Bumper Switch
This routine was assembled to test the capability of the bumper switch. A test
was completed to see whether we could drive straight into a tower, tag the switch and
reverse from the tower. There were two options to choose from when coding the
switch. Either use an external interupt method, which put priority on the switch itself
over any of the main body code. This was our first direction, but the fact that the
microcontroler that was to be used, only contained one external interrupt. This interupt
was planned to be used for the infrared sensing of the towers. Considered using the
same external interrupt for both, using flip flops to determine which device caused the
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interu
upt. This added additional difficullty and was decided aggainst using the method
d.
The second
s
approach was to
o use polling of the bumpper switch in
nput to conttinually checck
if it had
h been taggged. Usingg this metho
od required tthat the pollling be done in a part o
of
the code
c
that co
onstantly waas used. Po
otentially thee switch cou
uld be taggeed at a poin
nt
wherre the pollingg was not be
eing completted and cou ld be missed
d entirely.
An issue arose in in
nitial testingg, where thee robot would reverse without th
he
switcch being taggged. It was determined
d that the prroblem was with the cirrcuit that waas
set up
u for the bumper
b
swittch itself. In
nitially we hhad the swiitch wired u
up to 5V an
nd
checkked if the input to the microcontrol
m
ller was “higgh”, meaning the switch
h was tagged
d.
This was
w an issue
e because when
w
the sw
witch was noot tagged, th
he input pin was floatingg.
Any noise
n
withing the circuitt could cause a floating pin to increease in voltaage to a poin
nt
wherre the micro
ocontroller believes
b
thatt the pin saaw a “high” thinking thaat the switcch
had been depre
essed. This was resolvve by wiringg the switch
h to ground
d,so that th
he
contrroller read “high”
“
until the switch was
w depresssed where it saw “low””. See circu
uit
diagrram below.

Figure 8: Bumper switcch

Towe
er Detect
This piece
e of the code
e is used to detect
d
whichh tower is beeing sensed.. It is an
integgral part of th
he overall prrogram, because it is useed to determ
mine the direection in
which
h the robot needs
n
to drive. This rou
utine was inttegrated witth the Driving routine to
test functionality
f
y. Again the foundation of the progrram was obttained from LAB4. The
infrarred sensor uses
u Timer 1 to determin
ne the periodd of the sign
nal being recceived, which
gets compared
c
within
w
the pro
ogram to de
etermine whhich tower is being senseed.
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Initially the integration of the program did not provide expected results. The
towers appeared to have been detected, since that appropriate LED’s were lighting up
as in LAB4, but the robot would not drive toward the appropriate tower. After using the
debug tool within MPLAB it was found that the “BeaconCheck” variable was not
returning the appropriate value when checking which tower was being sensed. This was
corrected by removing this variable and directly comparing the timer value within the
main body of the program. This fixed the issue.
Servo
The last devices to be integrated into the program were the servo motors that
were planned to be used for the hook mechanism and the scoop. The base again was
used from a previos lab, and was modified to use a determined value to set the angle of
the servo. The motors are sent the desired angle signals unsing the internal Timer 0
(TMR0). Issues arose when initializing the interrupts. Since we were integrating both
Timer1 and Timer 0 into the same program, we needed to make sure all the appropriate
intterupts were enabled and that the priorities within the interupt subroutine were
correct.
Pickup and Drop Off
Once all the devices were integrated within one common program, the next step
was to begin picking up crystals using all the components. The pickup and drop off
programs are similar instructure. We use the bumper switch located on the hooking
mechanism, we know when we have reached the tower. From there the pickup and
drop off routines are hardcoded to perform a specific sequence of events defined
seperatly. Since the code written for this did not add any new components, the only
tweaking that occurred was with the amount of time to drive around the towers, and
the angle at which the servos are set at.
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Drive Around Tower
This routine was added after final trials. It is hardcoded to manouver the
robot around a tower if it detects that the front bumper switches have be tagged. Again
the only tweaking that was completed was direction of the DC motors and the angle of
the servos
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Troub
bleshooting and Debuggging
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Finall Design
Coursse
The followingg Figure 8 shows an imagge taken of tthe virtual course that w
we
consttructed usingg a SolidWorks.

Figuree 9: Autonomou
us Mining Robot Course

Aggre
egate


Approxim
mately ½ inch
h of gravel pebbles spreaad out unifo
ormly over th
he surface of
the table

on Towers
Beaco


wers transmiitting three uniquely diff
fferent frequ
uencies of Infra‐red (IR)
Three tow



The tower showing th
he green sem
mi‐circle indiicates the piick‐up area o
of the coursee



The tower in the botttom right‐haand side of thhe image illu
ustrates the more
challengin
ng “small‐ho
ole” drop‐offf location,



The remaining tower is the largerr drop‐off reeceptacle, is located by u
using the
170Hz siggnal



The towers were man
nufactured by
b the UWO electronics shop using aan array of
12 (twelve) or more IR LED’s arraanged in a arrray dispersiing the resulting signal
radially outwards awaay from the tower

The towers
t
emit frequenciess of 170Hz, 85Hz,
8
340Hz,, using a carrier frequency of 38 kHzz
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Crysttals


The crystaals/gems are
e located in the green shhaded are off Figure 8, lo
ocated insidee
a silver dish(plate)

Robo
ot Components
Mech
hanical/Elecctrical
The goal of
o the auton
nomous robo
ot design waas to be holisstically simp
ple system,
which
h naturally allows
a
for eaach of the subsystems too be as simplistic as posssible. A
simpller the robott design allo
ows for manyy advantage s compared to a more ccomplex
system, some of which includ
de:


reliable syystem



ease of manufacture/
m
/fabrication



low part count
c



easier to troubleshoo
t
ot/debug pottential issuees

These are all very important to the su
uccess of thee robot during the comp
petition due
to the
e very strict constraints and difficultt conditions of the coursse. Maintain
ning
simpllicity throughout the design of the mechanical
m
sstructure and minimizingg the use of
comp
plicated elecctrical circuittry is the corre to the tea ms’ success.

Chasssis
The chasssis is made out
o of medium
densiity fiber (MD
DF) board. In
nitially alumiinum
was considered
c
for
f the core structure;
howe
ever since th
he supplied DC
D motors are
quite
e weak, the lighter more versatile MDF
structure was fab
bricated. The
e MDF was
bonded togetherr using a high
h strength

Figu
ure 10: Explodeed view chassis components
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phenolic‐based epoxy,
e
which
h created bonds strongeer then the in
ndividual bo
oards
mselves. The strongest paart of the MDF structuree is the skin because thee center of
them
the fiiberboard is very “crumb
bly” and weaak. Since wee might be sccrewing fastteners into
the material
m
with
h woodscrew
ws for added
d reinforcem
ment the finaal chassis was coated in
the high
h strength
h phenolic re
esin and then
n heated to allow the M
MDF to soak u
up the resin.
This process
p
was repeated ap
pproximately three timees until the inner structu
ure was
soake
ed in epoxy creating
c
a ve
ery lightweigght yet high strength chassis. The M
MDF structure
allow
wed for a sim
mple expedite
ed manufactturing and c reated a parrt that could
d be screwed
d
into, bolted to, or glued to an
nywhere witthout the neeed to pre drrill holes. The following
figure
e, Figure 9, shows
s
an exploded view
w of the piecees prior to ggluing and th
hen Figure 10
0
illustrrates the chaassis after bonding, with
h a clearancee hole for th
he wires drillled for the
DC motorr drivers. The figures
were creaated using SolidWorks
and the d
drawings useed to
fabricate the pieces ccan be found
d
in the Appendix H. Th
he chassis
was then painted black to
minimize reflections and be
aestheticcally pleasingg.
Figuree 11: Finished Chassis
C

Mobiility System
heel drive syystem was ch
hosen to be the best suited drive traain for the
A four‐wh
comp
pletion envirronment. The four‐whee
el drive systeem functionss effectivelyy in all
aspeccts of navigaating the cou
urse and can
n be driven qquickly acrosss the aggreggate. The
team
m purchased a Hummer H3T
H RC car and
a stripped the vehicle for compon
nents. The
whee
els were used as part of our robot to
o provide am
mple traction
n and an inteerface to
which
h we mounted a drive‐sh
haft extensio
on. The fourr wheels were coupled w
with two
TAMIIYA Double Gearbox
G
set to the 344.2
2:1 gear rati o setting. Eaach gearbox contained
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two DC
D motors wired
w
in serie
es to the opp
posing gear box. As seen
n in Figure 11, the twin
moto
or gearboxess are mounte
ed opposingg each other and the wheels are attaached via thee
shaft extensions. This drive train package
e was very simple to wirre, program and attach
to ou
ur chassis the
erefore we
met our
o design goals and the
e
setup
p worked very effectivelyy.

Figure 12: TAMIYA geearboxes installled with extendeed axles on wheeels

Dockking Arm
The dockiing arm is a dual
d
purpo
ose hook mo
ounted on a servo
used for pick‐up and drop‐offf of the
m is lowered from
f
its
crystaals. The arm
home
e position (vvertical) to th
he
horizontal functio
onal position
n and
rests on a supporrtive brackett. The
suppo
ortive bracket keeps the
e docking
arm in a horizonttal position but
b also
preve
ent the arm from deflectting

Figure 13: Doccking Arm

backw
wards when docked with the beacon tower. Thee arm also seerves as a m
mount for thee
IR sen
nsor subsysttem, sweepe
er and the micro
m
switch..
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Scoop
The scoop
p was fabricaated out of sheet
s
aluminnum and dessigned to bee as simplistiic
as po
ossible. The scoop
s
is critiical in placem
ment due too the very strrict size consstraints
dictatted by the competition. The scoop may
m seem u nsophisticatted but was highly
effective at maximizing its caapacity because the veryy thing sheett aluminum cut into the
o crystals ass it deployed
d rather than
n pushing th em aside. Th
he scoop waas mounted
pile of
on a servo
s
facingg the beacon tower and would
w
start the mining rrun retracted towards
the re
ear of the ve
ehicle. Then as the pick‐up routine w
was initiated
d immediateely after

Figuree 14: Scoop

dockiing the scoop was lowerred and begiinning to exccavate crystals. After co
ompletion off
the pick‐up
p
routine the scoop
p is raised paartway to prrevent crystaal from fallin
ng while
trave
eling to the drop‐off
d
rece
eptacle. Oncce the drop‐ooff had been
n initiated th
he scoop
would be lifted and the crysttals drop ontto the recepptacle, later sswept in by tthe robot
eper attachm
ment.
swee
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Swee
eper
The sweeper unit is mounted
m
ontto the dockinng arm and provides a ccradle into
which
h the crystalls are capturred after the
ey have beenn dumped att the drop‐off location.
Then as the vehiccle moves arround the re
eceptacle thee sweeper acts as guide funneling all
the re
emaining cryystal which didn’t
d
fall directly into thhe hole.

Figure 15: Sweeper
S
- dropp
ping off

on Sensor/B
Blinder Unit
Beaco
The beaco
on sensor is a TSOP1238
8 light senor which detects a given sset of IR
uencies. It is designed to
o detect signals with a caarrier frequeency of 38 kH
Hz and is
frequ

Figure
F
16: Beaco
on Sensor/Blind
der Unit
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amplified directlyy, then proce
essed in the microchip. TThe TSOP12230 is blinded by a unit
made
e out of carb
bon tubing with
w baffling painted mattte black to give a focused non‐
reflecctive blinderr. This allowss the robot to
t align itselff with the to
ower by onlyy recognizingg
the beacon
b
towe
ers pulse whe
en aligned with
w it througgh the front of the slit in
n the blinderr.
The blinder
b
unit which
w
house
es the TSOP1
1238 is mou nted on a seervo that is aattached to
the docking
d
arm. When the docking
d
arm is lowered tto the horizo
ontal at the start of the
progrram the blinder unit’s arrm erects intto a vertical position in o
order to dettect the
towers.
Bump
per
During testing, it was identified that there weere some staarting locations on the
coursse that cause
ed the robott to drive intto the pickupp tower while making itss way to thee
drop‐‐off location. After conssidering software modifiications it w
was determin
ned that the
most reliable wayy to overcom
me this issue
e was to insttall a bumpeer on the fron
nt that
trigge
ers a redirecct function to
o allow the robot
r
to reorient itself. The bumper provided in
n
the New
N Bright Hummer
H
H3 RC car kit waas well suiteed for the ap
pplication with minor
modifications so it was eventtually used. The figure bbelow shows the modification madee
which
h includes a functional but
b not aesth
hetically disppleasing coaat hanger.

Figure 17: Bumper beiing used to triggger robot redirecction
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Figure 18: Bumper mo
odified with coatt hanger extension

ervo Motorss
RC Se
Three
e servo moto
ors were use
ed on the robot. One exxtends or follds the opticcal sensor,
one controls
c
the scoop, and one
o to lift orr lower the ddocking arm
m. The servo that folds
the optical
o
senso
or is a lightwe
eight mini se
ervo and thee others are regular RC sservos.

Figure 19: RC servos used in robot

Dime
ensions of the two sizes of RC servoss may be fouund in Appen
ndix H
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Bread
dboard
Wiring waas completed on the bre
eadboard proovided in the labs. Testting verified
that it
i was reliable enough fo
or the purpo
oses of our pprototype an
nd using a brreadboard
rathe
er than a prin
nted circuit board allowed modificattions to require little efffort.

Figure 20: Breadboard
d
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Moto
or Drivers
Two moto
or driver boaards were ussed on the roobot. One d
drove the lefft wheels of
the ro
obot and on
ne drove the right wheels. The motoor drivers ussed were dessigned and
built by the UWO
O Electronicss Shop. The circuit withiin the driverr uses the MC33887 H‐
bridgge and features load currrent feedbacck although the feedbacck functionality was not
used in the robott prototype.
The robot
r
driverss were moun
nted on the lower deck oof the robott with wires going up
throu
ugh a hole to
o the breadb
board and do
own throughh a hole to th
he DC motors. The
location may be seen
s
in the below
b
figure
e.

Figure 21: DC motor drivers in robot chassis
c

Micro
o Switch
used on the
Three miccroswitches were used in the robot prototype. Two were u
bump
per and one was used on
n the dockin
ng arm in ordder to detecct the towerss. The
micro
oswitch operrates by app
plying pressu
ure on the leever arm which depressees a
mom
mentary switcch.
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Figure 22: Microswitch
h used on docking arm

Figure 23: Microswitch
hes used on fron
nt bumper

Dime
ensions of the microswitch may be fo
ound in Apppendix H
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Wirin
ng
Carefful attention
n was paid to
o organizing the wires neeatly on the board to alllow for
simplle troubleshooting and reduce
r
the liikeliness of w
wires inadveertently bein
ng pulled out.

Figure 24: Wiring

All wires terminaating on mottors or switches were sooldered and iinsulated wiith heat
shrink to reduce the likelihoo
od of an unw
wanted shortt circuit.
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Batte
ery
The batte
ery used wass an 8.3 volt pack design ed and builtt by the UWO Electroniccs
Shop. The capacity of the baattery is 2.1 amp‐hours.
a
A picture o
of the batterry may be
seen below:

Figure 25: Battery

Dime
ensions of the battery may be found in Appendixx H.
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Conclusions
Our team was able to design, build and compete with our autonomous mining
robot. We strived to make our design as simple as possible which was accomplished by
many iterations eventually leading to our final design. Our robot was the first to
complete the course without any assistance during the testing phase and consistently
got approximately six to eight crystals. We thereby accomplished our goals by finishing
early with a simple robot having time to spare however during the competition several
factors contributed to a less than average performance. Nevertheless we placed third
overall in the competition and achieved the most consistent robot of the term. Everyone
on the team has learned a great deal through this project and been able to apply the
engineering design methodology to a real‐life application. This was a rewarding and
successful project that was not only a great learning experience but more importantly a
first step towards real‐life problem solving and engineering innovation.

Recommendations & Design improvements
The final design of our robot consisted of most of our original design concepts. It
performed the task autonomously, but was just shy of the time constraint during the
competition. A few recommendations can be made to improve upon the design.
To address the time constraint issue that was realized, this can be attributed to
two full spins when trying to find the correct tower. The two spins lost a good 40
second from the beginning. These extra spins could have been avoided if the infrared
sensor was mounted to a point on the robot that did not shake. The servo that was
added to meet the size constraints, added more potential for error due to the vibration
of the sensor. Another approach to resolve the time constraint issue would be to speed
up the DC motors during the spin routine. We had previously tried to speed up the spin
routine, which cause the sensor to miss the signal because it was moving too fast.
A second improvement that could be made would be to mount the hook bumper
switch more towards the pocket of the hook and extend the switch arm so that it gets
tagged as soon as a tower is hooked onto. In the second run of the competition we
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experienced an issue where the hook bumper switch did not get tagged as soon as it
hooked onto the tower. This issue cost us time at the pickup and drop off points.
Another improvement could be modifying the gear ratio of the DC motors. The
configuration used was the highest torque possible. This gear ratio causes a sacrifice in
operational speed. If we used a different ratio with less torque we may have been able
to perform multiple runs and collect more crystals.
An electrical enhancement to the robot would have been the addition of a
printed circuit board. The addition of this board would remove any possibility of wires
popping out of the bread board during trials and the competition. This would also
provide a more professional clean look to the robot.
The programming could have been improved by hard coding routines less and
creating more global routines that could be used throughout the program. This would
shorten the length of the overall program and provide easier troubleshooting. This was
attempted but due to time constraint near the end of the semester, it did not reach full
potential.
Outside of these major recommendation, minor improvements such as
adjustable components, such as the sensor mount, location of push plate as well as
scoop. The size of components could have improved, including the scoop size to pick up
more crystals, which in turn would require a smaller frame size. These small design
changes could have produced a more efficient robot but due to the time constraints
were not addressed.
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Appendix B – Program Code
list P="16F877A"
include <P16f877.inc>
__CONFIG _RC_OSC & _WDT_OFF & _PWRTE_ON & _BODEN_OFF & _LVP_OFF & _WRT_ENABLE_ON &
_CPD_OFF & _CP_OFF & _DEBUG_ON
;
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
;
user variables
UDATA
Count
res 1
; How long to drive straight forward
Count2
res 1
Count3
res 1
Pwm1
res 1
; PWM from AN0 to send out CCP1 pin
Pwm2
res 1
; PWM from AN1 to send out CCP2 pin
Tower
res 1
;Defines which tower we are currently at
;beacon detect variables
Tmr1_ValL
res 1
; store value from Timer 1 Least Significant Byte (LSB)
Tmr1_ValH
res 1
; store value from Timer 1 Most Significant Byte (MSB)
TMR1_Status res 1
; store status of IServ (i.e start or end of period)
BeaconStatus res 1
; status of beacons that are being seen by the TSOP1238
PCLATH_TEMP res 1
; On interrupt the PCLATH, STATUS, and WREG registers
STATUS_TEMP res 1
; may be modified, it is good practice to store and
W_TEMP
res 1
; load these variables at the beginning and end of an
; interrupt routine. They are easiest to use as
MACROS.
;servo variables
TimerLen
res 1
; Value for setting pulse width for hook servo
; Scoop servo
TimerLen1
res 1
TimerLen2
res 1
; Sensor Servo
Tmr0_Val
res 1
; Actual value to write to timer 0
TmrState
res 1
; determines state(ON/OFF) for RC Servo Signal
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
; Locates startup code @ the reset vector
STARTUP
CODE
nop
; Reset vector
goto
Start
nop
nop
goto
IServ
; Interrupt vector
PROG1 CODE
; Locates main code
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
;
start up and main routine code
Start
nop
; needed to avoid problems with ICD
nop
call
Init
; configure microcontroller hardware
; and initializing variable presets
Main
call
HookDeploy
MainDrive85
call
goto
Main
; repeat
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;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Init
bcf
INTCON,7
; Disable all interrupts while initializing
call
Init_IO
; Configure ADC(PORTA), digital outputs(PORTC)
call
Init_PWM
; Configure PWM
bcf
PORTC,0
; Set direction of right(Pwm2) dc motor (RC0)
bcf
PORTC,3
; Set direction of left(Pwm1) dc motor (RC3)
call
Init_Timer1
; configure and initialize Timer 1
call
Init_Timer0
; configure Timer0 to interrupt on overflow
call
Init_Interrupts ; configure interrupts
clrf
TmrState
; Clear timer state to initialze
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Init_IO
BANKSEL
TRISA
; switch to bank 1 of memory map
movlw b'11111111'
; configure PORTA as input channels
; which will be used for analog inputs
movwf TRISA
movlw B'00000000'
; setup 8 A/D channels with voltage
movwf ADCON1
; reference of Vss and Vdd (0‐5 volts)
clrf
TRISC
; configure PORTC as digital outputs
BANKSEL
PORTC
; switch back to bank 0 of memory map
clrf
PORTC
; turn off all PORTC outputs
;beacon check IO and Servo IO
BANKSEL
TRISB
; switch to bank 1 of memory map
movlw b'11101001'
; configure PORTB as input channels from which
movwf TRISB
; RB0/INT will be used for the TSOP1238 signal and RB1, RB2
and RB4 for servo's
movlw b'00011000'
; configure PORTD as output channels which will
movwf TRISD
; display the results of the Beacons being sensed
BANKSEL
PORTD
; on PORTD LEDs and initilize all LEDs to be off
clrf
PORTD
;PortD, 3 was made an input for the bumper switch (hook)
clrf
PORTB
;PortD, 4 was made an input for another bumper switch
(front bumper)
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Init_PWM
BANKSEL
PIE1
; switch to bank 1 of memory map
bcf
PIE1,1
; dis able timer 2 interrupts
bcf
PIE1,2
; disable CCP1 interrupts
bcf
PIE2,0
; disable CCP2 interrupts
BANKSEL
CCP1CON
; switch back to bank 0 of memory map
clrf
CCP1CON
; CCP1 module off (resets CCP1)
clrf
CCP2CON
; CCP2 module off (resets CCP2)
BANKSEL
PR2
; switch back to bank 1 of memory map
movlw 0xff
; decimal 255
movwf PR2
; load period register
BANKSEL
CCPR1L
; switch back to bank 0 of memory map
clrf
CCPR1L ; clear msb's of duty cycle register for PWM1
clrf
CCPR2L ; clear msb's of duty cycle register for PWM2
movlw b'00000001' ; prescaler = 1:4,
movwf T2CON
; turn off timer 2
clrf
TMR2
; clear/reset timer 2
movlw b'00001100' ; set CCP1 to PWM mode and enable
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movwf CCP1CON ; or turn module on
movlw b'00001100' ; set CCP2 to PWM mode and enable
movwf CCP2CON
; or turn module on
bsf
T2CON,2 ; turn on timer 2
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Init_Timer1
BANKSEL
T1CON
; switch to bank 0 of memory map
movlw b'00000000'
; setup timer 1 with 1:1 prescaler
movwf T1CON
; and disable/stop timer 1
BANKSEL
PIE1
; switch to bank 1 of memory map
bsf
PIE1,0
; enable Timer 1 Overflow Interrupt
BANKSEL
PIR1
; switch to bank 0 of memory map
bcf
PIR1,0
; clear Timer 1 Overflow Interrupt Flag bit
clrf
TMR1L
; clear/initialize timer 1 LSB holding register
clrf
TMR1H
; clear/initialize timer 1 MSB holding register
clrf
Tmr1_ValL
; clear/initialize user Tmr1_ValL register
clrf Tmr1_ValH
; clear/initialize user Tmr1_ValH register
clrf
TMR1_Status
; clear/initialize user TMR1_Status register
clrf
BeaconStatus
; clear/initialize user BeaconStatus register
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Init_Timer0
BANKSEL
OPTION_REG
; switch to bank 1 of memory map
movlw b'00000111'
; Setup internal clock, full prescaler (1:256)
movwf OPTION_REG
BANKSEL TMR0
; switch back to bank 0 of memory map
clrf
TMR0
; Clear timer
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Init_Interrupts
OPTION_REG
; switch to bank 1 of memory map
BANKSEL
bcf
OPTION_REG,6 ; Setup RB0/INT to interrupt on falling edge
BANKSEL INTCON
; switch to bank 0 of memory map
movlw b'11110000'
; enable RBO/INT external interrupt and enable
movwf INTCON
; Peripheral and Global unmasked interrupts as well as Timer0
interrupt
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
HookDeploy
movlw d'160'
;deploy hook to extended
movwf TimerLen
;
movlw d'235'
;deploy scoop to beginning position
movlw d'235'
movwf TimerLen1
movlw d'130'
; deploy sensor at beginning of the program
movwf TimerLen2
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Pickup_Lower
movlw d'210'
;move scoop to pickup position while hooking around tower
movwf TimerLen1
return
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;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Pickup_Carry
;movlw d'165'
;move scoop to carry position whith rocks and moving to drop
off location
movlw d'160'
movwf TimerLen1
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Scoop_Drop
movlw d'120'
;move scoop to drop off position
movwf TimerLen1
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Hook_Middle
movlw d'190'
;deploy hook to extended
movwf TimerLen
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Hook_Down
movlw d'160'
; hook to extended
movwf TimerLen
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
MainDrive85
movlw d'85'
movwf Tower
btfss
PORTD,3
;check if bumper has been hit, skip if not hit
goto
TowerCheck
;dummy sub routine for bumper testing
call
BeaconCheck
movfw BeaconStatus
movwf PORTD
movf
Tmr1_ValH,W
; display the status of whether a Beacon is being
sublw d'37'
; checks to see if result zero then 85 Hz detect
btfsc
STATUS,2
; check if condition has been satisfied
call
DriveStraight
; if condition met then drive straight
call
Spin
goto
MainDrive85
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
MainDrive170
movlw d'170'
movwf Tower
btfss
PORTD,3
;check if bumper has been hit, skip if not hit
goto
TowerCheck
;sends to towercheck subroutine
btfss
PORTD,4
;check if bumper has been hit, skip if not hit
call
Around_Tower ;sends to drive around tower subroutine
call
BeaconCheck
movfw BeaconStatus
movwf PORTD
movf
Tmr1_ValH,W
; display the status of whether a Beacon is being
sublw d'18'
; checks to see if result zero then 85 Hz detect
btfsc
STATUS,2
; check if condition has been satisfied
call
DriveStraight
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call
goto

Spin
MainDrive170

;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
;
update Pwm1 and Pwm2 so hardware produces PWM output signals
DriveStraight
bcf
PORTC,0
; Set direction of right(Pwm2) dc motor (RC0) reverse
bcf
PORTC,3
; Set direction of left(Pwm1) dc motor (RC3) forward
movlw d'165'
;driving to the left slightly so that if we lose the tower we do not spin
360deg
movwf Pwm1
;right side
movlw d'185'
movwf Pwm2
;left side
movf
Pwm1,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR1L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movf
Pwm2,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR2L
; which controls PWM hardware module
;
movlw b'00001100'
;amount of time to delay approx 3sec
movlw b'00000111'
movwf Count3
call
DriveDelay
return
;returns to MainDrive
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Drive_Pickup
bcf
PORTC,0
; Set direction of right(Pwm2) dc motor (RC0) reverse
bcf
PORTC,3
; Set direction of left(Pwm1) dc motor (RC3) forward
movlw d'185'
movwf Pwm1
;right side
movwf Pwm2
;left side
movf
Pwm1,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR1L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movf
Pwm2,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR2L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movlw b'00111111'
;amount of time to delay approx 5sec
movwf Count3
call
DriveDelay
return
;returns to MainDrive
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Drive_Drop_Off
bcf
PORTC,0
; Set direction of right(Pwm2) dc motor (RC0) reverse
bcf
PORTC,3
; Set direction of left(Pwm1) dc motor (RC3) forward
movlw d'185'
;right side
movwf Pwm1
movwf Pwm2
;left side
movf
Pwm1,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR1L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movf
Pwm2,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR2L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movlw b'00111111'
;amount of time to delay approx 10sec
movwf Count3
call
DriveDelay
return
;returns to MainDrive
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
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Spin
bcf
PORTC,0
; Set direction of right(Pwm2) dc motor (RC0) reverse
bsf
PORTC,3
; Set direction of left(Pwm1) dc motor (RC3) forward
movlw d'200'
movwf Pwm1
;right side
movwf Pwm2
;left side
movf
Pwm1,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR1L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movf
Pwm2,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR2L
; which controls PWM hardware module
return
;return to MainDrive85 to detect towers
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Pick_Up
call Pickup_Lower
;lowers scoop to pickup angle
call Drive_Pickup ;Drives around tower at choosen speed and amount of time
call Pickup_Carry ;raises scoop to carry angle
call Reverse
;used to detatch hook from tower
;
call Hook_Middle ;moves hook above middle of robot
goto MainDrive170
;to drive to drop off point
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Drop_Off
call Scoop_Drop
;lowers scoop to pickup angle
call Drive_Drop_Off
;Drives around tower at choosen speed and amount of time
call Reverse
call HookDeploy
goto MainDrive85
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Reverse
bsf
PORTC,0
; Set direction of right(Pwm2) dc motor (RC0) reverse
bsf
PORTC,3
; Set direction of left(Pwm1) dc motor (RC3) forward
movlw d'170'
movwf Pwm1
;right side
movlw d'200'
;left side
movwf Pwm2
movf
Pwm1,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR1L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movf
Pwm2,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR2L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movlw b'00001111'
; amount of time to delay approx 3sec
movwf Count3
call
DriveDelay
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Around_Tower
call Reverse_Around
;reverse for 3 sec
call Hook_Middle
; hook up straight
call Spin_90
;spins to the right 90deg
call DriveStraight_Around ;drives straight for 3 sec, same routine used in main drive subroutines
call Hook_Down
;deploy hook down
return
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;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Spin_90
bsf
PORTC,0
; Set direction of right(Pwm2) dc motor (RC0) forward
bcf
PORTC,3
; Set direction of left(Pwm1) dc motor (RC3) reverse
movlw d'200'
movwf Pwm1
;right side
movwf Pwm2
;left side
movf
Pwm1,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR1L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movf
Pwm2,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR2L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movlw b'00010100'
; amount of time to delay approx 5sec
movwf Count3
call
DriveDelay
return
;return to MainDrive85 to detect towers
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Reverse_Around
; Set direction of right(Pwm2) dc motor (RC0) reverse
bsf
PORTC,0
bsf
PORTC,3
; Set direction of left(Pwm1) dc motor (RC3) forward
movlw d'170'
movwf Pwm1
;right side
movlw d'200'
movwf Pwm2
;left side
movf
Pwm1,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR1L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movf
Pwm2,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR2L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movlw b'00001000'
; amount of time to delay approx 3sec
movwf Count3
call
DriveDelay
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
DriveStraight_Around
bcf
PORTC,0
; Set direction of right(Pwm2) dc motor (RC0) reverse
bcf
PORTC,3
; Set direction of left(Pwm1) dc motor (RC3) forward
movlw d'185'
;driving to the right slightly
movwf Pwm1
;right side
movlw d'175'
movwf Pwm2
;left side
movf
Pwm1,W
; move PWM value into the register
movwf CCPR1L
; which controls PWM hardware module
Pwm2,W
; move PWM value into the register
movf
movwf CCPR2L
; which controls PWM hardware module
movlw b'00011100'
;amount of time to delay approx 3sec
movwf Count3
call
DriveDelay
return
;returns to MainDrive
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
DriveDelay
movlw b'11111111'
movwf Count
movlw b'11111111'

; initialize the variable Count to
; start at the value of 128
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movwf Count2
Loop3
Loop2
Loop
decfsz
goto
movlw
movwf
decfsz
goto
movlw
movwf
decfsz
goto
return

Count,F
Loop
b'11111111'
Count
Count2,F
Loop2
b'11111111'
Count2
Count3,F
Loop3

; exit the loop if Count is equal to
; zero and display that on PORTD

;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
TowerCheck
;Determines the current tower
movfw Tower
sublw d'85'
btfsc
STATUS,2
goto
Pick_Up
movfw Tower
sublw d'170'
btfsc
STATUS,2
goto
Drop_Off
return
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
BeaconCheck

; needs to be modified in order to determine which
; beacon signal is being received if any

T_85Hz
nop
movf
sublw

Tmr1_ValH,W
d'37'

btfsc
bsf
goto
return

STATUS,2
; Check the zero bit to determine whether signal is 85 kHz
BeaconStatus,1 ;
T_170Hz
; Beacon was not 85 Hz so test for 170 Hz
; and update BeaconStatus if necessary

nop
movf
sublw

Tmr1_ValH,W
d'18'

; Move high value of timer into W. Reg.
; Subtract Tmr1_ValH against literal value determined in lab

(37)

T_170Hz
; Move high value of timer into W. Reg.
; Subtract Tmr1_ValH against literal value determined in lab

(18)
btfsc
bsf
goto
170Hz signal
return
T_340Hz

STATUS,2
; Check the zero bit to determine whether signal is 85 kHz
BeaconStatus,2 ;
T_340Hz
; need to modify to check for
; and update BeaconStatus if necessary
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nop
movf
sublw

Tmr1_ValH,W
d'9'

; Move high value of timer into W. Reg.
; Subtract Tmr1_ValH against literal value determined in lab

(9)
btfsc
STATUS,2
; Check the zero bit to determine whether signal is 85 kHz
bsf
BeaconStatus,3 ;
goto
NoBeacon
; need to modify to check
for 340Hz signal
return
; and update BeaconStatus if necessary
NoBeacon
nop
return
; and update BeaconStatus if necessary
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
PUSH_MACRO MACRO
movwf W_TEMP
; copy W to W_TEMP register
swapf STATUS,W
; swap status to be saved into W
movwf STATUS_TEMP
; save status to bank 0 STATUS_TEMP register
movf PCLATH,W
movwf PCLATH_TEMP
; save PCLATH from W
ENDM
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
POP_MACRO
MACRO
movf PCLATH_TEMP,W ; restore PCLATH
movwf PCLATH
; move W into PCLATH
swapf STATUS_TEMP,W ; swap STATUS_TEMP register into W
movwf STATUS
; move W into STATUS register
; swap W_TEMP
swapf W_TEMP,F
swapf W_TEMP,W
; swap W_TEMP into W
ENDM
;‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
IServ
PUSH_MACRO
; MACRO saves context registers, or in‐line code
BANKSEL INTCON
; switch to bank 0 of memory map
btfss
INTCON,1
; check if RB0/INT Interrupt Flag Bit is set
; NO; check for timer 1 overflow interrupt flag
goto
TMR1_INTF
bcf
INTCON,4
; YES; then disable RB0/INT external interrupt
btfsc
TMR1_Status,0 ; determine if timers should be started or stopped
goto
StopTimer
; timer is started; so stop timer; end of period
StartTimer
; start of period for the signal
clrf
TMR1L
; initialize/clear timer 1 LSB holding register
clrf
TMR1H
; initialize/clear timer 1 MSB holding register
bsf
T1CON,0
; start/enable Timer 1 to capture the period
bsf
TMR1_Status,0 ; indicate that timer 1 is started so next time an
goto
end_RBOIServ ; RBO/INT interrupt occurs its the end of period
StopTimer
BANKSEL
TMR1L
; switch to bank 0 of memory map
movf
TMR1L,W
; store a copy of the timer 1 results; full period
movwf Tmr1_ValL
; store a copy of TMR1 low‐byte holding register
movf
TMR1H,W
; store a copy of the timer 1 results; full period
movwf Tmr1_ValH
; store a copy of TMR1 high‐byte holding register
clrf
TMR1L
; clear/initialize timer 1 LSB holding register
clrf
TMR1H
; clear/initialize timer 1 MSB holding register
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bcf
TMR1_Status,0 ; initialize status of IServ for next signal seen
end_RBOIServ
bcf
INTCON,1
; reset RBO/INT Interrupt Flag Bit
bsf
INTCON,4
; enable RB0/INT Interrupt
goto
end_IServ
TMR1_INTF
BANKSEL
PIR1
; switch to bank 0 of memory map
btfss
PIR1,0
; check for Timer 1 Overflow Interrupt Flag
goto
Check_TMR0 ; go to Check_TMR0 if Timer 1 did not overflow
bcf
T1CON,0
; yes; stop/disable Timer 1
bcf
PIR1,0
; clear TMR1 Overflow Interrupt Flag Bit
clrf
BeaconStatus
; clear BeaconStatus to indicate no signals found
clrf
Tmr1_ValL
; initialize timer 1 holding registers
clrf
Tmr1_ValH
; for the next time a signal is seen
goto
end_IServ
;Timer0 interrupt for servo's
Check_TMR0
BANKSEL INTCON
; may not need this
btfss
INTCON,2
; Check whether the TMR0 Interrupt Flag Bit is set
goto
end_IServ
; NO; then end IServ; we only care about TMR0 INT.
bcf
INTCON,5
; YES; then disable TMR0 interrupt
movlw 0x00
; decides current timer state that is in process
subwf TmrState,W
; in order to properly drive the RC Servo
btfsc
STATUS,Z
goto
Timer_Pot
; this will set RC Servo signal HIGH/ON
movlw 0x01
; which sets the pulse width
subwf TmrState,W
btfsc
STATUS,Z
; this will set the RC Servo signal LOW/OFF
goto
Timer_Low
; which basically sets the period length
movlw 0x02
; decides current timer state that is in process
subwf TmrState,W
; in order to properly drive the RC Servo
btfsc
STATUS,Z
goto
Timer_Pot1
; this will set RC Servo signal HIGH/ON
movlw 0x03
; which sets the pulse width
subwf TmrState,W
btfsc
STATUS,Z
; this will set the RC Servo signal LOW/OFF
goto
Timer_Low1
; which basically sets the period length
movlw 0x04
; decides current timer state that is in process
subwf TmrState,W
; in order to properly drive the RC Servo
btfsc
STATUS,Z
goto
Timer_Pot2
; this will set RC Servo signal HIGH/ON
movlw 0x05
; which sets the pulse width
subwf TmrState,W
btfsc
STATUS,Z
; this will set the RC Servo signal LOW/OFF
goto
Timer_Low2
; which basically sets the period length
Timer_Pot
bsf
PORTB,1
; set signal HIGH/ON to RC servo
BANKSEL
OPTION_REG
; switch to bank 1 of memory map
bsf
OPTION_REG,1 ; make sure prescaler is 1:16
bcf
OPTION_REG,2
BANKSEL
PORTA
; switch back to bank 0 of memory map
movfw TimerLen
; recall value from ANO
movwf Tmr0_Val
; used to set time for signal to be ON (pulse width)
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incf
TmrState
goto
Start_Timer
Timer_Low
bcf
PORTB,1
clrf
Tmr0_Val
BANKSEL
OPTION_REG
bcf
OPTION_REG,1
bsf
OPTION_REG,2
BANKSEL
PORTA
incf
TmrState
goto
Start_Timer
Timer_Pot1
bsf
PORTB,2
BANKSEL
OPTION_REG
bsf
OPTION_REG,1
bcf
OPTION_REG,2
BANKSEL
PORTA
movfw TimerLen1
movwf Tmr0_Val
incf
TmrState
goto
Start_Timer
Timer_Low1
bcf
PORTB,2
clrf
Tmr0_Val
BANKSEL
OPTION_REG
bcf
OPTION_REG,1
bsf
OPTION_REG,2
BANKSEL
PORTA
incf
TmrState
goto
Start_Timer
Timer_Pot2
bsf
PORTB,4
BANKSEL
OPTION_REG
bsf
OPTION_REG,1
bcf
OPTION_REG,2
BANKSEL
PORTA
movfw TimerLen2
movwf Tmr0_Val
incf
TmrState
goto
Start_Timer
Timer_Low2
bcf
PORTB,4
clrf
Tmr0_Val
BANKSEL
OPTION_REG
bcf
OPTION_REG,1
bsf
OPTION_REG,2
PORTA
BANKSEL
clrf
TmrState
goto
Start_Timer
Start_Timer
movfw Tmr0_Val
movwf TMR0
bcf
INTCON,2

; set up for next TMR0 Interrupt State
; will setup TMR0 for next Interrupt
; set signal LOW/OFF to RC servo
; set time for signal to be OFF
; switch to bank 1 of memory map
; Change prescaler to 1:64
; for long off time (basically sets period)
; switch back to bank 0 of memory map
; set up for next TMR0 Interrupt State
; will setup TMR0 for next Interrupt
; set signal HIGH/ON to RC servo
; switch to bank 1 of memory map
; make sure prescaler is 1:16
; switch back to bank 0 of memory map
; recall value from ANO
; used to set time for signal to be ON (pulse width)
; set up for next TMR0 Interrupt State
; will setup TMR0 for next Interrupt
; set signal LOW/OFF to RC servo
; set time for signal to be OFF
; switch to bank 1 of memory map
; Change prescaler to 1:64
; for long off time (basically sets period)
; switch back to bank 0 of memory map
; set up for next TMR0 Interrupt State
; will setup TMR0 for next Interrupt
; set signal HIGH/ON to RC servo
; switch to bank 1 of memory map
; make sure prescaler is 1:16
; switch back to bank 0 of memory map
; recall value from ANO
; used to set time for signal to be ON (pulse width)
; set up for next TMR0 Interrupt State
; will setup TMR0 for next Interrupt
; set signal LOW/OFF to RC servo
; set time for signal to be OFF
; switch to bank 1 of memory map
; Change prescaler to 1:64
; for long off time (basically sets period)
; switch back to bank 0 of memory map
; set up for next TMR0 Interrupt State
; will setup TMR0 for next Interrupt
; recall current time value to be set
; setup up timer start value
; reset TMR0 Overflow Interrupt Flag Bit
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bsf
end_IServ
POP_MACRO
retfie
end

INTCON,5

; enable TMR0 Interrupt
; MACRO restores context registers, or in‐line code

Appendix C – Circuit Diagram
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Appe
endix D – Detailed CAD Model
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